PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION

SOCKETS AND ACCESSORIES FOR PLUG-IN ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS,
GENERAL SPECIFICATION FOR

This supplement forms a part of MIL-PRF-12883E, dated 22 April 1995.

SPECIFICATION SHEETS

MIL-PRF-12883/1 – Sockets and Accessories for Plug-In Electronic Components (Electron Tube, Top Mounting, Saddle Type 8 Contact, Radial).

MIL-PRF-12883/2 – Sockets and Accessories for Plug-In Electronic Components (Electron Tube, Bottom Mounting, Saddle Type with Shield Base, 7 Contact, Radial).

MIL-PRF-12883/3 – Sockets and Accessories for Plug-In Electronic Components (Electron Tube, Top Mounting, Saddle Type with Shield Base, 9 Contact, Radial).

MIL-PRF-12883/4 – Sockets and Accessories for Plug-In Electronic Components (Crystal, Top or Bottom Mounting, 2 Contact, In-Line).

MIL-PRF-12883/5 – Sockets and Accessories for Plug-In Electronic Components (Vibrator, Top or Bottom Mounting, Saddle Type, 7 Contact, Radial).

MIL-PRF-12883/6 – Sockets and Accessories for Plug-In Electronic Components (Relay, Top or Bottom Mounting, 14 Contact, Radial).

MIL-PRF-12883/8 – Sockets and Accessories for Plug-In Electronic Components (Electron Tube, Top Mounting, Saddle Type without Shield Base, 7 Contact, Radial).

MIL-PRF-12883/9 – Sockets and Accessories for Plug-In Electronic Components (Electron Tube, Top Mounting, Saddle Type without Shield Base, 9 Contact, Radial).

MIL-PRF-12883/10 – Sockets and Accessories for Plug-In Electronic Components (Electron Tube, Bottom Mounting, Saddle Type without Shield Base, 7 Contact, Radial).

MIL-PRF-12883/11 – Sockets and Accessories for Plug-In Electronic Components (Electron Tube, Bottom Mounting, Saddle Type without Shield Base, 9 Contact, Radial).
MIL-S-12883/22 – Sockets and Accessories for Plug-In Electronic Components (Socket-Relay, Electrical, 20 Contact, 5 Amperes).

MIL-PRF-12883/40 – Sockets, Plug-In Electronic Components, For Relays, 4-Pole, 10 Amperes (MIL-PRF-6106, MIL-PRF-83536, MIL-PRF-83726, and MS27709).

MIL-PRF-12883/41 – Sockets, Plug-In Electronic Components, For Relays, 2-Pole, 10 Amperes (MIL-R-6106 and MIL-R-83536).

MIL-S-12883/42 – Sockets and Accessories for Plug-In Electronic Components (Power Transistor, 2 Contact, 10 Amperes, TO-3).

MIL-PRF-12883/44 – Sockets, Plug-In Electronic Components, Socket for Relays, 4-Pole, 5 Amperes (MIL-R-6106 and MIL-R-83536).


MIL-PRF-12883/46 – Sockets, Plug-In Electronic Components, For Relays, 3-Pole, 10 Amperes (MIL-R-6106 and MIL-R-83536).

MIL-PRF-12883/47 – Sockets, Plug-In Electronic Components, For Relays, 6-Pole, 10 Amperes (MIL-PRF-6106 and MIL-PRF-83536).


MIL-PRF-12883/49 – Sockets and Accessories for Plug-In Electronic Components, Mounting Tracks for Relays, 10 Amperes (MIL-R-6106, MIL-R-83536, and MIL-R-83726).

MIL-PRF-12883/50 – Sockets and Accessories for Plug-In Electronic Components, Bracket and Socket Assembly for Relays, 2-Pole, 10 Amperes (MIL-R-6106 and MIL-R-83536).

MIL-PRF-12883/51 – Sockets and Accessories for Plug-In Electronic Components, Bracket and Socket Assembly for Relays, 4-Pole, 10 Amperes (MIL-R-6106, MIL-R-83536, and MIL-R-83726).

MIL-PRF-12883/52 – Sockets and Accessories for Plug-In Electronic Components, Socket Assembly for Relays, 2, 3, and 4-Pole (MIL-PRF-6106, MIL-PRF-83536, and MIL-PRF-83726).

MIL-PRF-12883/53 – Sockets and Accessories for Plug-In Electronic Components, Mounting Track, For Sockets and Electromagnetic Relays.
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MIL-PRF-12883/54  –  Sockets, Plug-In Electronic Components Socket for MIL-R-6106 Relays and MS27742 Relays.
MIL-PRF-12883/55  –  Sockets, Plug-In Electronic Components Socket for MIL-R-6106 Relays.
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